This paper treats the optimal controlling of the inventory replenishment in retrial service facility system maintaining inventory for service. Arrival of demands to the system is assumed as Poisson and service times are assumed to follows an exponential distribution. Here, the customers are not allowed to form a queue. A customer who sees the server busy joins the orbit and reattempts the system with exponential distribution time. For the given values of maximum inventory and reorder level, we determine the optimal ordering policy at various instants of time. The system is formulated as a Semi-Markov Decision Process and the optimum service rates to be employed is found using linear programming method so that the long-run expected cost rate is minimized. Numerical examples are provided to illustrate the model.
Introduction
Queuing systems with retrials, in which customers repeat attempts to obtain service, was originally a topic of telecommunications research. More recently, these systems have served as models for particular computer networks, which may explain the current level of activity on the subject. As an example, the "customers" of this queue could be a network of computers attempting to access the same database, which may only be used by one customer at a time.
In last two decades, many researchers in the field of retrial queuing system contributed many results. For example, Elcan [8] , Arivudainambi et al. [1] , Dragieva [6] , Dudin et al. [7] and Artalejo et al. [3, 5] discussed a single server retrial queue with returning customers examined by balking or Bernoulli vacations and derived the analysis part and solution technique using Matrix method or generating function or Truncation method using level dependent quasi-birth-and-death process (LDQBD).
Paul et al. [13] and Krishnamoorthy et al. [11, 12] analyzed a continuous review inventory system at a service facility and retrial of customers. In all these systems, arrival of customers form a Poisson process and service times are exponentially distributed.
They investigate the systems to compute performance measures and construct suitable cost functions.
The main contribution of this article is to derive the optimum control rule for the inventory replenishment process in retrial service facility system maintaining inventory for service. We consider a service facility system and the orbit with finite waiting space. For the given values of maximum waiting space, maximum inventory, reorder level s and lead times, the system is formulated as a Semi-Markov Decision Process and the optimum inventory policy to be employed is obtained using linear programming method so that the long -run expected cost rate is minimized.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Preliminary concepts of retrial queues is given in section 1. A brief account of Markov process with continuous time space is described in section 2. We provide a formulation of our Semi -Markov Decision model in the next section 3. In section 4, we present a procedure to implement long-run expected cost rate criteria to get the optimal vales of the system parameters.
Preliminaries
In this paper, we assume the following: A customer arrives to the system according to a Poisson process with rate ( 0) λ > . When the server is idle the arriving customer directly enters the server gets service and leaves the system. An arriving customer who finds a server busy is obliged to leave the service area and repeats his request from a virtual space namely orbit. A reattempt made by a customer after a random time for the service from the orbit is called retrial. Customer's retrials for service from an orbit follow an exponential distribution with rate δ (> 0). (If there are i customers stay in the orbit the retrial rate is iδ).
Service times of customers are independent of each other and have a common exponential distribution with parameter µ (> 0). One (unit) of item is served to each customer during service. The capacity of orbit is limited to the maximum of N. The maximum capacity of the inventory is fixed as S. Whenever the inventory level reaches to a prefixed level s (0 ≤ s < S), an order for Q = S -s > s items is placed and the lead time follows an exponential distribution with parameter γ.Supply of items from manufacturer is random with fixed probability say p.
The order filling for the inventory occurs with rate γp (> 0) and non -filling the inventory with rate γ(1 -p) where p denote the probability of supply of order quantity. The size of the order is adjusted at the time of replenishment so that immediately after replenishment the inventory level becomes S. Order decision is made at each level less than or equal to the reorder level s. Whenever the inventory level reaches to zero, the arriving customers enter the orbit, status of the server remains 0. The infinitesimal generator A of the Markov process has entries of the form ( )
. a Some of the state transitions are given below:
From state (0, j, k) only transitions into the following states are possible: (i) (1, j, k) with rate λ (direct customer arrival).
(ii) (1, j-1, k) with rate jδ (Customer arrival from orbit). Here, j = 1, 2…, N and k = 0, 1, 2…,S.
From state (1, j-1, k) only transitions into the following states are possible: (i) (1, j, k) with rate λ (direct customer arrival).
(ii) (0, j-1, k-1) with rate µ (Service completion). Here, j = 1, 2… N and k = 1, 2…S. From states (0, j, 0) transitions are possible only to the states (0, j +1, 0) for 0≤j≤N -1.
MDP formulation
Now, we formulate the MDP by considering the following five components:
Decision epochs: The decision epochs for the system are taken as random points of time say the service completion times. 
Action set: The reordering decisions (0-no order;1-order; 2 -compulsory order) taken at each state of the system (i, j, k) ∈ E and the replenishment of inventory done at rate γp. The compulsory order for S items is made when inventory level is zero. Let A r (r =1, 2, 3) denotes the set of possible actions. Where,
The set of all possible actions are at r ∈ E.
Transition probability:
( ) (l, m , n ) ( , j, ) i k p a denote the transition probability from state (i, j, k)
to state (l, m, n) when decision a is made at state (i, j, k).
Cost:
( ) (i, j, ) k C a denote the cost occurred in the system when action 'a' is taken at state (i, j, k). 
Steady state analysis
(0,0,k) P(1,j,k 1), 1 1 (7) ( j )P(0,j,k) P(1,j,k 1),1 j N, 1 1 (8) ( )P(1,0,k) P(0,0,k) P(0,1,k), 1 1 (9) ( )P(1,j,k) (i,j i,k) 
( j )P(0, j,k) P(1, j,k 1),1 ,1 (13) ( )P(1,0,k) (0,0,k) P(0,1,k), 1 
gives steady state probabilities {P π (i, j, k), (i, j, k) ∈ E} uniquely.
System Performance Measures
The average inventory level in the system is given by 
